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World Gone Missing
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PRESS RELEASE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA — Praised by The New York Times bestselling author and
editor at The Millions, Edan Lepucki, for delivering “astute portrayals of people
who desire connection, hope, and renewal,” World Gone Missing (Regal House
Publishing, Oct. 5, 2017) by Laurie Ann Doyle offers haunting and emotional
stories about the many ways people can vanish from life.
Set against the backdrop of San Francisco and the surrounding Bay Area, Doyle’s
short stories provide a sense of familiarity and recognizable topography rendered
through its cast of memorable characters who are all grappling with the void
of losing a loved one. From the newly married couple anxiously searching for
a brother who vanished into thin air without warning, to the San Francisco
businesswoman who becomes increasingly obsessed with a high school friend
whose mother drove them apart years before, to the insurance clerk on her way to
meet her son’s mystery birth mother, Doyle’s writing evokes the kind of empathy,
complexity, and liberation that matches the plight each character must endure.
Select stories from World Gone Missing have been nominated for Best New
American Voices and the Pushcart Prize. Others have been published in The
Los Angeles Review, Timber, Jabberwork Review, Arroyo Literary Review, and
elsewhere.
Honest, entertaining, and as rich in technique as it is literary style, Doyle’s debut
collection is ultimately woven into the fabric of deep-rooted issues impacting
San Francisco and beyond, like betrayal, divorce, sexual identity, death, and
homelessness – creating a seamless link between one character’s infatuating life
story to the next.
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ABOUT LAURIE ANN DOYLE
Laurie Ann Doyle is an award-winning writer,
second generation Californian, and teacher
of writing at The San Francisco Writers Grotto
and UC Berkeley. She’s also co-founder
of Babylon Salon, a San Francisco literary
performance series now celebrating its tenth
year.
Her achievements in writing include winning
the Alligator Juniper National Fiction Award,
Best New American Voices, Best American
Essays, and nomination for the Pushcart
Prize. Her stories and essays have appeared
in major publications like The Los Angeles
Review, Jabberwock Review, Dogwood Journal,
Under the Sun, and many more. In addition
to her powerful new debut collection, World
Gone Missing, her previous work has been
featured in anthologies such as Road Story (KY
Press), the Livingston Press Fiction Anthology
(University of West Alabama), and Speak and
Speak Again (Pact Press).
Doyle resides with her family in Berkeley’s
Elmwood District, the very same neighborhood
her mother and her mother’s mother once
called home.
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Advance Praise for World Gone Missing
“World Gone Missing offers astute and sensitive portrayals of people who
desire connection, hope, renewal, and, even, resolutions to all that cannot be
resolved...Doyle’s voice is self-assured and compelling, and she writes with a
grace that is both refreshing and rare.”
—Edan Lepucki, New York Times bestselling author of California & Woman No. 17

“Doyle shows real range in this collection, and she doesn’t flinch when rendering emotionally complex trajectories. I read this in a single sitting, which
might be the biggest compliment to pay an author.”
—Joshua Mohr, award-winning author of Sirens

“A plain spoken, direct, and emotionally resonant collection of stories, World
Gone Missing is a gorgeous debut. It’s also an honest homage to a rapidly
changing San Francisco.”
—Peter Orner, author of Am I Alone Here?

“Laurie Ann Doyle understands how to structure a story so that it sneaks up
on you and gives you a thump that leaves you breathless--breathless with
wonder. In World Gone Missing, Doyle reveals the potent possibilities of
missed connections, which can veer from loss and estrangement at one moment to just-close-enough to redemption at another.”
—Catherine Brady, winner of the Flannery O’Connor Award for Short Fiction

“In World Gone Missing, we are swept along by these beautifully crafted stories, full of surprising truths that carry an exhilarating punch.”
—Nina Schuyler, author of the award-winning novel, The Translator
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